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ABSTRACT
ScroogeCoin cryptocurrency is a fork of EvergrowCoin
which rewards its users in $BUSD, a Crypto Pegged one-toone with the USD. This single feature is so important that it
makes ScroogeCoin a front runner among all the
cryptocurrencies.
With every transaction, a small percentage of tokens
are automatically transferred to the PancakeSwap liquidity
Pool. ScroogeCoin also maintains a buy-back reserve from
where the tokens are converted into BNB and securely
locked and stored in the ScroogeCoin contract. The
MoonShot buyback and AutoBoost buyback systems work
to maintain the smooth flow.
The desire of ScroogeCoin is to create a new
distribution of wealth back to the people holding the digital
property instead of flowing into corporate entities. We
believe that the reflection token is a trillion-dollar market.
We want to be the #1 coin and community in this market.

Scrooge COIN CODE
On the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), ScroogeCoin is the
next generation of the reflection token: the Binance Pegged
BUSD reflection token to ensure value in the community coin.
Simply by holding $SCOOGE tokens, users will receive 8
percent in Binance Pegged BUSD for each transaction, which
will automatically be transferred to the wallet every 60 minutes.
ScroogeCoin has a total supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000

Token. 8% BUSD will go to all holders. The amount one receives
will be determined by how much SCROOGE the holder has.
Out of the total SCROOGE coins, 50% of tokens are sent to
the burn address, 10% to the founders and the team, and
finally, one hundred trillion coins are in the marketing address.
As the coin increases in value these coins will be destroyed
further increasing the burn.
• 8% of every buy/sell is redistributed to all holders IN
Binance Pegged BUSD, which is auto paid every 60
Minutes
• 2% of every transaction is transferred into Liquidity Pool
for Pancakeswap to create a stable price floor
• 4% of every transaction is transferred into Smart Contract
for Marketing. No coins inside the marketing contract will
ever be sold. They will be burned. As the coin increases in
awareness to the community the team can decide to
utilize some of the marketing expense as a burn instead of
marketing.

OUR CORE VALUES
• Transparency
On the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), ScroogeCoin is the next
generation of the reflection token: the first Binance Pegged BUSD
reflection token to optimize user’s profits both now and in the future.
Simply by holding $SCROOGE tokens, users will receive an 8
percent return in Binance Pegged BUSD for each transaction, which

will automatically be transferred to the wallet every 60 minutes. The
amount of BUSD will be determined by how much of the coin you
HOLD.
• Trust
Trust is critical in the bitcoin industry. This entails complete
openness in all aspects of community and development work, as well
as security efforts. ScroogeCoin has completed its security audit
successfully. The inclusion of Binance Pegged BUSD brings more
trust to its users. There will NEVER BE A RUG PULL WITH SCROOGE
COIN.
• Community
ScroogeCoin will be one of the fastest growing and most beloved
communities in cryptocurrency. We believe that community is
essential, and ScroogeCoin tries to involve people from all around
the world. We will soon offer specialized telegram channels for our
foreign community.
• Longevity
ScroogeCoin is here to stay. The decentralized community
encourages and embraces long term ecosystem and foundation
development to generate genuine use cases and higher benefits
than any ephemeral fad.

scrooge ECOSYSTEM
BUSD Reflection
Earn automatic Binance pegged BUSD rewards by holding your $Scrooge
Coin – 8% of every buy and sell transaction is automatically redistributed
to all token holders. You will receive the rewards automatically in your
wallet or claim them manually in our dApp Dashboard. This effectively
means that the native reflection of Scrooge Coin works in parallel with
Stable Yield, generating a Compound Reflection effect and exponentially

increasing your holdings. The opportunity to receive passive income from
holding Scrooge Coin is limitless.
Marketing
4% of every buy and sell transaction is automatically added to Marketing.
The tokens collected from the fees are converted into BNB and securely
locked and stored in the Scrooge Coin contract. The contract is coded so
that the BNB in the marketing contract will be utilized as marketing
expenses OR to purchase Scrooge Coin and burn. We are very serious
about marketing efforts to further grow the community of the coin. The
reason for the coins in the marketing pool initially is to increase the
marketing efforts for holders drastically in the beginning.
Liquidity Pool
2% of every transaction is converted into liquidity for PancakeSwap.
Pancakeswap fixes the low liquidity problems of DEXs through the liquidity
Pool mechanism. A liquidity pool always contains a pair of tokens, which
you can trade. Our Smart contract deposits 2% from every buy/sell
transaction as $SROOGE Coin and $BNB into a liquidity pool.

LaunchSale
There will be an initial LaunchSale. This LaunchSale will be extremely
limited. There will be a soft cap of 150 BNB and hard cap of 300 BNB. All
who participate in this sale will get exclusive NFT’s of Scrooge Coin when
we launch the gaming platform. You will also be part of the beta test so
that prior to full launch you will get to experience the gaming platform
FIRST. The exclusive NFT’s will only be distributed to the initial holders
and NO one else will be able to copy or receive them. Inside the Scrooge
economy no one will be able to access our gaming platform without being
a holder. Scrooge will be the currency within our ecosystem. The
LaunchSale will provide liquidity for our coin indefinitely.

Casino Gaming
Mechanics
As far as the casino our goal is to have a beta live and operational within
90-120 days. We are already in talks with game developers and trying to
narrow down who we work with. The casino will be tied to the marketing
wallet. With 100 trillion coins inside the wallet BUSD and BNB marketing
dollars will flood this wallet. BNB will be used entirely for marketing
SCROOGE and the BUSD will be used to build the casino and FUND it. All
holders of SCROOGE will be able to enter the casino. We plan on utilizing
a wallet connect system where you connect your wallet to SCROOGE
casino and are given a specific number of tickets monthly depending on
your holdings. We genuinely believe the casino will be funded with
MILLOINS of dollars within months of launch. Initially it will have Texas
HoldEm Poker and Slots with many more games to come. The benefit you
can enter and WIN BIG for HOLDING SCROOGE. See you inside the casino
friends.

Conclusion
ScroogeCoin is not the only BUSD reflection coin on the market. There are
others like EverGrow Coin and SafeMoon. However, ScroogeCoin is the
ONLY new coin in which you can be certain there will never be a rug pull.
This coin was birthed because of a desire for passive income. Never in
human history has there been something that can create wealth for us like
these tokenomics. The end goal is to be dominant in both the crypto and
gaming platforms which we believe is the future economy of the world.
More likely than not the metaverse will be closer to reality than actual
reality. We must gain our space in the coming ecosystem. Please
remember SCROOGE is not a business so there are no profits from said
business like a corporation. The value of SCROOGE will solely be
determined by the community that holds them.

